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Parent/Teacher Conferences; 
Finding Common Ground

By communicating effectively with parents,
teachers may be able to save some students

from school failure.

W hile we extol the virtue of 
involving all parents as part 
ners with school personnel, 

in reality the present system could not 
withstand such stress. Time is not 
available for in-depth interaction with 
all parents. Nevertheless, teachers and 
administrators can and should commit 
time and energy to working with par 
ents of "target children" those for 
whom ongoing communications may 
spell the difference between success 
and failure. School personnel can 
identify "target parents" by identifying 
students
  about whom they have concerns,
  about whom additional informa 

tion is needed,
  who come to school in poor 

physical or emotional states,
  who are frequently absent, or
  who have chronic behavior 

problems.
Contact with these parents early in 
the students' school life and school 
year can provide a basis for dealing 
with problems early, before they can 
escalate

Preparing for the Conference
Parent participation in conferences 
can be markedly increased if the initial 
communication is carefully planned 
and executed (Wolf and Troup 1980). 
School personnel want parents to be

involved, but our procedures often 
alienate them. If parents are invited to 
school by letter, for example, the letter 
should be written clearly in plain lan 
guage, free of educational jargon, and 
worded in a way that is positive and 
inviting.

As most conferences take place in 
the school on the professional's 
turf some parents may feel threat 

ened by the setting. Teachers should 
hold the conference in a comfortable 
private place If teachers use their 
classrooms, they should provide adult- 
sized chairs that are not separated by 
the teacher's desk.

Conducting the Conference
A successful conference includes the 
following steps: building rapport, ob-

n's School Progress
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taining information, providing infor 
mation, and planning strategies for 
follow-up (Stephens and Wolf 1980).

Building rapport. Teachers need to 
establish a comfortable relationship 
with parents. Without rapport, both 
teachers and parents may become 
defensive. Teachers should make par 
ents feel welcome and at ease; of 
fering a beverage might help Starting 
with small talk encourages informal 
ity A few friendly comments about 
the weather or some other neutral 
topic will help put the parent at ease. 
Teachers should avoid emotionally 
laden topics (for example, religion or 
politics).

Parents who are anxious may want 
to plunge in: "Jenny's doing terrible 
work in school, isn't she?" If she is'not, 
a quick "no" will alleviate concern. 
But if she is, the teacher must make a 
quick decision Is the parent too upset 
to deal with the information that needs 
to be shared? Is some background 
information needed first? The teacher 
may then choose to develop rapport 
further with a reflective statement, that 
lets the parent know that the question 
was received: "You're concerned 
about Jenny's performance." A reflec 
tive statement usually results in the 
parent's providing more helpful infor 
mation The question about Jenny's 
work will be addressed later in the 
conference.

Some parents may persist in small 
talk as a way of avoiding the topic at 
hand. In these circumstances, the

Teachers and 
administrators can 
and should commit 
time and energy 
to working with 
parents of "target 
children."

teacher must eventually initiate the 
topic: "What has Jeff shared with you 
about what we are doing in class?" 
With the parent's response, the next 
phase of the conference begins.

Obtaining information. A key factor 
in the success of the conference is the 
teacher's ability to elicit information 
from the parents. Teachers should 
function as sensitive, active listeners. 
They should start with general, open-

The Home VWI  An ttrcptm+tt Tool

Mary Joyce Love ; J

The countdown was on. School would begin in 21 day* but my teaching had 
already begun with visits to the 24 new 1st graders assigned to me.

For Alice, too shy to talk, my presence in her home be 
classroom. Just before I lef

y teaching had new 1st graders assigned to me.
For Alice, too shy to talk, my presence in her home became a bridge to die 

classroom. Just before I left she ventured, "But I can't read." Jessica eagerly fired 
questions, "reading" a page of pictures she had drawn to remind her of each, lammi 
wanted to know me: "Do you have a little girl? Where do you live?" Adam eamesfjy 
asked, "Will it be hard?" David was concerned. "Will we go to the principal?"

Gerald Stoufrer, principal of Fairvfew Element 
vania, had en

, m
ere do you live?" Adam eamesfjy, t e hard?" David was concerned. "Will we go to the principal?" 

Gerald Stoufrer, principal of Fairvfew Elementary School, Waynesboro, Pennsyl 
vania, had encouraged home visits, providing a list of the names, addresses, and 
telephone numbers of children in my class. He had also helped refine the purpose of 
the visits, to communicate a single message; I care about you. The focus -.would be 
the child, not the parent or me. My only agenda would be to listen, and r each child.

n, an relate to,
Curriculum encompasses ail that a child experiences in relation to school; it 

begins with, and is enriched by, a home visit The child, meeting her teacher on her 
own territory, knows that she matters. A sense of security ensues, increasing the 
likelihood that she will work to achieve her potential. She expects more nf      * 
of her teacher, and of her school experience. 

Insights gained in h««     ̂   

pcuai seatini  .....u uun enter Ih 
belonging; tucy Know their teacher.

First-day-of-school "surprises," ranging from the perplexing (the battery hi Jim's ] 
artificial arm was dead) to (he catastrophic (Bonnie had a seizure, and the OuMr 
children were alarmed) were easier. I was prepared. Family crises, during (he school 
year, involving a latchkey child or a child of poverty, divorce, separation, or abuse 
also can be dealt with more effectively when the teacher has made a home visit prior to school.

Principals who fnw     '
...   .cou wnas made a borne visit prior

Principals who encourage and even require the making of home visits find that 
parents are more likely to become allies with the teacher and the administrative staff 
on behalf of the child's (earning experience. Parents who welcome a teacher into the 
home gain a more positive altitude and are more supportive of the school. In our 
case, a greater percentage also become volunteer aides and participate in parent- 
teacher organizations and school functions.

A brief, informal visit in a child's home once before th 
during the year has a

es an participate in parent- ons an school functions.

A brief, informal visit in a child's home once before the start of school and later 
during the year has a positive ripple effect on everyone concerned. For the child, for 
the parent, for the teacher, and far the principal   home visits are an irreplaceable tool!

Mary Joyce UN* b an educakw and 
Berwick, PA T8603.

on everyone concer. , r 
principal   home visits are an irreplaceable

writer. She may be reached at 1017 Spring Canto Ate,
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Students Belong in the "Parent-Teacher" Conference, Too

Beverley D. Hubert

name alone, parent-teacher conference—and certainly the practice exclude 
from the process its primary constituent the student. But it is the student's academic 
performance, attitude, work habits, and social interaction that are being scrutinized, 
analyzed, and theorized about Simply for the sake of fairness, students should play 
an active role in the parent-teacher conference.

At Elbow Park Elementary School in Calgary, Alberta, we decided to include 
students in our March reporting period conferences. This idea, when first proposed, 
had attracted strong support by parents in the community. To prepare for the 
conferences, both teachers and parents first attended inservice sessions. Then 
teachers oriented their students by discussing the conference format and answering 
questions. Many teachers had their students write questions to ask during the 
conference. For example, students were curious about "marks" (codes) on the report 
card and about the reporting process in general.

All students from K-6 had the opportunity to participate in the conferences. The 
meetings were scheduled for 30 minutes each with the understanding that arrange 
ments could be made for an additional "private" meeting between parents and 
teachers if either party desired it. Such an arrangement occurred in only one or two

Later when teachers and parents (with their children's input) completed question 
naires, we found an overall positive feeling about the benefits of including students 
in the conferences and general agreement that the procedure should be continued. 
Everyone agreed that including students in the conferences is an effective way to get 
students to exercise more ownership of and responsibility for their learning.

Parents said they gained valuable insights into the relationship between the 
teacher and their child. They also expressed an appreciation for the open, honest 
communication, suggesting that, with all participants present, misunderstandings 
were kept at a minimum. Not having to relay teachers' concerns, comments, or 
suggestions to their children was also mentioned as a benefit of the conferences. As 
one parent put it: "It was helpful for Michael to hear his teacher's comments 
first-hand."

For those schools wishing to embark on such a rewarding project, the following 
recommendations may prove helpful.

1. As a staff, clearly define the purpose of including students in the conference 
period, and be prepared to convince others of its value.

2. Gain the support of parents and senior administrators for this endeavor, as 
additional time for conferences may be required.

3. Maintain open communication with parents about the new format for confer 
ences, and offer them the option of having a conference that includes the student. 
Don't mandate anything!

4. Discuss the purpose of this format with students, and work with them to develop 
questions they may want to ask.

5. Prepare for each conference by developing questions that will actively involve 
both students and parents in the conversation.

6. Evaluate the conference, and seek input from all participants in the interest of 
making improvements.

Including students in the traditional parent-teacher conference was a worthwhile 
endeavor for the staff, students, and parents of the Elbow Park School community. 
Perhaps it can work for you, too.

 mriey D. Hubert is Principal, denbrook Elementary School, 4725 - 33 Ave., S.W., Calgary, 
Alberta, Canada T3E 3V1.

ended questions Good question: 
"What does Carla say about her school 
activities?" Poor question: "Has Carla 
mentioned what we are now doing in 
school?" Rather than taking notes, they 
should listen carefully, ask for clarifi 
cation, and pose questions to direct 
the discussion toward relevant topics 

Teachers should avoid negative or 
emotionally laden questions, such as 
"Does Sammy still refuse to do his 
homework?" Instead, they should try: 
"How does Sammy feel about home 
work?" The first question elicits little 
information and may cause the parent 
to feel defensive The second question 
requires more than a "yes" or "no" 
response, allows parents to share per 
ceptions about the topic, and may lead 
the teacher to providing suggestions

By obtaining information before 
providing it, teachers give parents a 
chance to share their knowledge 
about their child The teacher can gain 
insight into parental expectations, in 
sight helpful both in the conference 
and in working with the child

Providing information Next the 
teacher can focus on offering sugges 
tions for enhancing the child's learn 
ing If rapport is not strong, if emo 
tions are running high, or the 
conference has reached an impasse, 
the teacher should weigh the next 
step One option is to close the con 
ference and reschedule it in hopes of 
being more successful at another time 
Another is to complete the conference 
as well as possible, expecting little if

A reflective 
statement usually 
results in the 
parent's providing 
more helpful 
information.
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By obtaining 
information before 
providing it, 
teachers give 
parents a chance 
to share their 
knowledge about 
their child.

any change as a result of the session. A 
third option is to make another effort 
to develop rapport and gain needed 
information The teacher should al 
ways avoid damaging scenes and keep 
the door open to further interaction.

When teachers describe students' 
progress, parents may express their 
concerns verbally ("Is that all he can 
do?"), nonverbally (showing physical 
discomfort or anger), with psycholog 
ical withdrawal (displaying no reac 
tion), or with fear ("Will she fail?") 
Teachers should acknowledge par 
ents' concerns and then respond to 
their statements When parents show 
distress, teachers should reassure 
them that help for their child is being 
provided Teachers should not com 
ment on body language or withdrawal: 
when parents do not verbalize their 
concerns, they are chcxxsing not to 
discuss them

Follow-up strategies The final com 
ponent in a parent/teacher conference 
is to summarize and then to plan 
follow-up strategies Toward the end 
of the conference, the teacher should 
review the major points of the meeting 
and mention any unresolved issues 
that may need further discussion or 
action For example:

We seem to agree that Kathy is making 
good progress now that she is getting help 
in the Resource Room She is still not 
doing any recreational reading, which we 
both VK-W as important. I will send you a 
list of materials so that you can help Kathy 
select h<K>ks and magazines she'll enjoy 
reading You express concern about 
Kathy s performance in arithmetic I agree 
that division is hard for her, but I believe

there has been progress in this skill, too 
Let me contact you in about three weeks, 
and we will set up an appointment to 
review this area. Meanwhile, feel free to 
contact me before that if you feel the need

If another conference is needed, the 
teacher should schedule it at this time. 
Teachers must follow through on 
these plans if they are to develop the 
parent trust and investment vital to 
in-depth communication

After the Conference
Following the conference, teachers 
should contact the parents within two 
weeks. For conferences that were sat 
isfactory, with no unresolved issues, a 
simple thank-you note may be all that's 
needed. In cases where home/school 
interventions have been arranged, reg 
ularly scheduled notes and phone 
calls will be needed to exchange infor 
mation and to evaluate progress. If the 
conference did not go well, a phone 
call to the parents a few days after the 
meeting can be the first step toward 
re-establishing friendly relations.

The conference structure described 
here is an effective one for school 
administrators and support staff as 
well as for teachers Through confer 
ences, teachers and principals can ex 
tend their effectiveness with target stu 
dents by creating an environment in 
which parents feel that they are work 
ing in partnership with the schools 
Building such partnerships will also 
enhance parents' beliefs that teachers 
really want to help their children D
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Key Hochten 
Educational Videotapes

PRESENTS

PRACTICE IN PEER COACHING
A senes designed ro adapr TO you/ 

sraff development needs

Rve VHS videotape programs feature 
dassroom lessons and conferences 
conducted by peer coaches The 
programs capture actual reaching 
episodes and unrehearsed conferences. 
Educational specialisr Kay Bochren 
provides expert anarysis of lessons and 
conferences. In each program, a 
differenr aspect of observation, lesson 
anarysis. conferencing or comrnuntcahon 
is discussed Each rape is accompanied 
by a rroining manual which may 
be duplicated

Program 1:
Observing and Scripr-Taping Lessons, 
6 lesson segments. 52 min

Language Lesson and Conference, 
5th grode; 65 mm

Writing Lesson ond Conference 
3rd grade 50 min

Program 4:
Reading Lesson and Conference
2nd grade: 71 mm 

Program S:
Music Lesson ond Conference
6rh grade. 62 mtn

All rope* cue i2 10 each plus
and handling SAVE by cxdenng rhe eomptere
setves of 5 rapes tor (200 eocti ptus K> 00
shipping ond hondhng
20 minure preview rape available
(HO - 30 day return)

TECHNOLOGY AND TRAINING
AT 'T5 PNES T

Be watching tor our upcoming series 
which features Peer Coaching at the 
secondary level.

Koy Hocnteo Educononoi 
Videotapes, Inc

PO Box 26724 Sonto Ana CA 92799

(714)557-7770
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